
Extras
Here are some items that we do not supply as standard with our vehicles, but you are able to hire

individually for your adventure:
PLEASE NOTE: The below equipment is subject to availability.

- Child seats
- Jerry Can for extra fuel
- Two way radios
- Hi-Lift Jack
- Cool box (Separate to the fridge that comes as standard with every hire)
- Heated shower system
- Shower Tent and Toilet Tent
- Inverter
- Ground tent/2nd tent
- 5th person camping equipment
- Camera mounts

And we also offer:

AMREF Flying Doctors
The leading provider of fixed–wing air ambulance services in Africa. They have been in the
aeromedical transport industry for more than 60 years – operating fromWilson Airport in Nairobi.
AMREF Flying Doctors is internationally accredited by the European Aeromedical Institute
(EURAMI) for its high professional standards. They evacuate mainly from East Africa but can
arrange evacuations and repatriation to almost anywhere in the world.
We also strongly advise that anyone driving our vehicles purchases AMREF cover. It is very reasonably
priced so there is no reason not to.

Airport Transfers
Whether you have an early or late flight, or need dropping at your accommodation before coming
to pick up your hire car, we cater for all needs. We also offer handovers at the airport - for quick
and easy travel.

Drop off and collection:
Want to do a one way trip or need a vehicle dropping off to you in any location in Kenya? We can
make that happen.

Hampers:
Food shop starter pack- Short of time and need a food shop done for your arrival? We will do your
shop and pack it all away in the vehicle ready for your adventure.



Special Occasion - From a birthday to an engagement we do personalized hampers for your
special day.
Dietary Requirements-Whatever your requirements, we can put together an essentials pack to
show you what Kenya has to offer for your needs, all the stuff you won't necessarily find in all the
larger supermarkets.

Smartphone with Mpesa:
Why do I need this?
Mpesa is a mobile money transfer service that is widely used in Africa, particularly in Kenya,
Tanzania, and other parts of East Africa.
The service allows users to deposit, withdraw, transfer money and pay for goods and services
through their mobile phones. Literally everywhere takes m-pesa - from market stalls to lodges!
Our smartphones also come with a local sim and we can pre-load this with airtime of your chosen
value. This can then be used as a hotspot when in mobile signal areas. It also comes with google
maps and Gaia GPS (with some suggested routes for your journey).


